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Is it possible to literally TASTE the essence of Piedmont in one weekend?
That s̓ what a few colleagues and I attempted during two days of sensorial
(not to mention caloric) overload. Our base was Canelli, a small town of
prehistoric origin set in the sloping green hills and valleys of southeastern



Piedmont in the province of Asti, about an hour southeast of Turin.

Canelli is not only one of the sparkling wine capitals of the world (Asti
Spumante, anyone?), it is also a World Heritage site, recognized by
UNESCO since 2014 as part of the Vineyard Landscape of Piedmont:
Langhe-Roero and Monferrato.



Our visit was focused less on the historic aspects of this region than on its
palpable pleasures. We began with a visit to one of Canelli s̓ venerable
wineries, Bosca. Founded in 1831, Bosca has been producing sparkling
and still wines for six generations, and the combination of tradition and



innovation is apparent in a tour of its production facilities located in nearby
Costigliole dA̓sti. Spotless factory floors, shiny steel tanks, and advanced
wine-making equipment coexist with brick walls, oak barrels, and
landscaped gardens to form an impression of a forward-thinking company
embracing its historic roots.



Bosca also produces vermouth, a fortified wine first produced in Turin in
1770. Bosca s̓ oenologist Mara Ghibaudo took us through the long history
of this complex drink, and invited us to create a series of cocktails using
red or white vermouth. We ended our (increasingly giddy) session with a



concoction invented ad hoc:a tall glass with two teaspoons of brown
sugar, crushing with bits of orange slice, adding a basil leaf and ice, one
finger of white rum, and filling the glass with red vermouth.

By prior arrangement, oenophiles can organize a tour of Canelli s̓ stunning
subterranean “cathedrals”, wine cellars that serpentine beneath the town
and its four major wineries (Bosca, Contratto, Coppo and Gancia)for about
12 miles and descend more than 100 feet below the surface. Since 2015,
Bosca has enriched its tour with sophisticatedson et lumière(opera, of
course, and ecologically-appropriate lighting) as well as knowledgeable
guides to explain the history of the cathedrals.

A wine tasting can conclude the tour, usually in the company s̓ wine
cellars designed for this purpose. We were fortunate to have dinner that
evening at Bosca s̓ historic headquarters in the center of Canelli, and it
was a de facto wine tasting as well, with Asti Secco, Barbera dA̓sti
Superiore Mabel, and Asti Spumante. The atmosphere was as authentic
as the food, prepared by local women who normally cook for the Bosca
family. Their showcase dish was ravioli al plin alla tovaglia(local ravioli
served without sauce on a napkin). Yes, you read that right: served on a
napkin, not a plate. The rationale is that ravioli presented this way HAVE to
be good, as there is no sauce to mask a poor-quality pasta. Another
outstanding dish was involtino di pasta sfoglia con Robiola di Roccaverano
su letto di sarset,rolled pasta with Robiola of Roccaverano on a bed of
localmâche.



We encountered Robiola di Roccaverano again during our tour when we
visited the town of Roccaverano about 20 miles south of Canelli. This tiny
village of less than 400 boasts the highest elevation in Asti (800 meters)
and a cute restaurant on its main square, but its principal claim to fame is



its eponymous soft cheese. This Robiola starts with a minimum of 50%
goat s̓ milk, plus cow and/or sheep s̓ milk; the result is a smooth velvety
taste and DOP recognition. We tasted three variations: fresco (fresh),
affinato (lightly aged), and stagionato (aged a month or more), served
with a marmalade counterpoint.



Back in the center of Canelli, we visited the headquarters of Bocchino, a
producer of grappa since 1898. Company expert Fabrizio Gallione guided
us through the history and production cycle of grappa, explaining that it
has evolved from a low-cost alcoholic drink to a sophisticated brandy-like



beverage. Likewise, Bocchino has evolved: it was a volume producer in
the 1970s, but today sells 180,000 bottles annually that may be aged from
six months to 21 years or more. We followed these revelations with a
tasting of four different grappas, each presented with a complementary
local cheese and learned insights. Similar tastings can be arranged for a
cost of € 125 per person.

Given all the opportunities for sampling wine and liquor in Piedmont, it s̓ a
good thing that Canelli offers a wonderful place to walk them off. The Via
degli Inammorati the street for lovers) was inaugurated in the town center
in 2019. It follows the oldest cobblestoned street in Canelli, Via della
Sternia, and enriches it with artworks created by local artists, all with the
theme of “sparkling love” (reflecting the importance of spumante in the
local economy). Not surprisingly, the headquarters of the four major wine
producers of Canelli — Bosca, Contratto, Coppo and Gancia — are all
accessible from this trail, and it ends at the high point in town, the
Terrazza Belvedere UNESCO, with a romantic (what else?) view of the



vine-studded landscape.

More than a day is needed to sample all that Canelli has to offer. You need
a place to sleep off some of the liquor, not to mention the food. A
congenial lodging in nearby Nizza Monferrato is Agriturismo Tenuta La
Romanna, a 17thcentury farmhouse that was recently redone, with large
rooms, modern bathrooms, a swimming pool, and mountain bikes for use
by guests. The chef formerly worked for a six-star cruise line, so food is
unlikely to disappoint. Visitors wanting a higher-end experience can
reserve at Relais San Maurizio, a Relais et Chateau created from a
16thcentury monastery in Santo Stefano Belbo. Its setting and service
vaunt exclusivity, and its chapel (used for special events) was redecorated
by English artist Davide Tremlett in the spring of 2019. The Relais s̓ main
restaurant is Michelin-starred Guido da Costigliole, one of the finest
eateries in the region. World Heritage doesnʼt get much better than this.




